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1944 Conviction of Black G.I.’s Is Ruled Flawed 
Army Panel Finds Crucial Evidence Was Withheld 

 
BY WILLIAM YARDLEY 
New York Times staff writer 

 

SEATTLE, Oct. 26 — Guglielmo Olivotto, an Italian prisoner of war, died with a noose around his neck, 

lynched at a military post on Puget Sound 63 years ago. Samuel Snow, 83, hopes that people will stop blaming 

him and the 27 other black soldiers convicted of starting the riot that led to Mr. Olivotto’s death. It was one of 

the largest Army courts-martial of World War II. 

This week, a review board issued a ruling that could lead to overturning the convictions of all 28 soldiers, granting 

honorable discharges and providing them with back pay. 

The board found that the court-martial was flawed, that the defense was unjustly rushed and that the prosecutor, Leon 

Jaworski, a young lieutenant colonel who went on to fame three decades later as a Watergate special prosecutor, had 

important evidence that he did not share with defense lawyers. 

All of the 28 have died except for Mr. Snow and another soldier. 

“It means a lot to me that it’s going to come out in the paper,” Mr. Snow said Friday from his home in Leesburg, Fla. 

“Now people are going to see that I wasn’t a villain. And I’m not a villain.” 

 
Mr. Snow’s son Ray, 55, said his father came home from 

prison “highly disappointed.” 

“He walked with it all his life,” Ray Snow said.  

Samuel Snow, who said he spent 45 years working as a 

janitor in Leesburg after serving one year in a military prison 

for his conviction on the rioting charge, requested the review, 

as did the families of three of the dead soldiers, Pvt. Booker 

M. Townsell, Pvt. William G. Jones and Cpl. Luther L. 

Larkin. Private Jones and Corporal Larkin were also convicted 

of manslaughter. 

United States Representative Jim McDermott, a Democrat 

whose Seattle district includes Fort Lawton, where the riot 

occurred, said a senior military officer 

in charge of the review told him that 

the convictions of all four men would 

be overturned.  

The ruling, by the Army’s Board 

for Correction of Military Records, 

specifically set aside the conviction of 

Private Townsell, and an Army 

spokesman said Friday that he could 

confirm only that the one conviction 

had been overturned.  

Last year, the House, led by Mr. 

McDermott and Representative Duncan 

Hunter, Republican of California, 

passed a measure directing the Army to 

open the review after the 2005 

publication of a book, “On American 

Soil,” by a Seattle author and journalist, 

Jack Hamann. The book detailed 

evidence from the case that had not been made public.  

Mr. McDermott has suggested that the convicted soldiers 

were “victims of racial injustice.”  

The case could be the largest Army court-martial of World 

War II. The largest court-martial of the war is thought to be 

that of 50 black sailors who were convicted of mutiny and 

sentenced to 15 years in prison for refusing to load 

ammunition aboard a ship at Port Chicago, a Navy depot 30 

miles northeast of San Francisco.  

The 28 soldiers in the Puget Sound case were stationed at 

Fort Lawton on Aug. 15, 1944, when Mr. Olivotto was found 

dead after a night of fighting among American and Italian 
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Pvt. Samuel Snow in his booking photograph on charges in 1944 and Mr. Snow in his 
home in Leesburg, Fla., yesterday. 
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soldiers on the base. Some American soldiers — white and 

black — objected to what they saw as lenient treatment of the 

scores of Italian prisoners held there.  

The 28 black soldiers were among 43 initially charged 

with rioting, but charges were dropped against 2 of the 43 and 

the other 13 were acquitted.  

Two defense lawyers, representing all 43 initially charged, 

had 13 days to prepare for trial. According to the board’s 

ruling, they did not have full access to a confidential Army 

inspector general’s report that Mr. Jaworski had seen, which 

suggested that evidence at the scene had been destroyed, and 

that white military policemen with animosity toward the 

Italians may have played a role in the riot.  

“Under military law as it stands today, people would 

laugh,” said John Tait, an Army lawyer who reviewed the case 

for the board. “You don’t have two people represent 43 

people. It just doesn’t happen. And when three people are 

charged with murder? No.” 

The board’s decision instructs the Army to set aside Mr. 

Townsell’s conviction, and to change his dishonorable 

discharge to honorable, making his family eligible to receive 

back pay. Members of his family did not immediately respond 

to requests for comment on Friday. 

The analysis used by the board in reaching its decision 

about Mr. Townsell would apply “to anybody who was 

convicted in that court-martial,” Mr. Tait said.  

Soldiers or their families must request that their case be 

reviewed. Mr. Townsell’s family requested the review after 

hearing Mr. Hamann discuss the case in a radio interview. 

Mr. Hamann, a former reporter for CNN, said he struggled 

to locate many of the families during his research, which he 

conducted with the help of his wife, Leslie. 

“There are still a lot of families out there that have never 

heard about this,” he said. “They’re all over the United 

States.” 

It was not immediately clear what kind of back pay or 

benefits the soldiers or their families might receive. The ruling 

says Mr. Townsell or his estate should receive “all back pay 

and allowances due as a result of the above corrections.” 

Col. Dan Baggio, chief of media relations for the Army, 

said late Friday: “I’m not really sure how much that is going 

to amount to. I’m sure there are folks who are going to look at 

what is the right and equitable thing to do.” 

The ruling does not say that the convicted soldiers were 

not guilty, but that the process by which they were convicted 

was unjust.  

The ruling notes that white military police were lax in 

quelling the riot. And it suggests that Mr. Jaworski, who died 

in 1982, would have been aware of testimony, which he did 

not share with the defense, that suggested a white military 

policeman could have been involved in the Olivotto killing. 

One black soldier had told an investigator that a white 

military policeman had threatened to “bust” the skull of an 

Italian soldier.  

In his book, Mr. Hamann said the evidence pointed to a 

white military policeman who had been present at every 

critical moment in the days leading up to the lynching, and 

who discovered Mr. Olivotto’s body. The policeman, who is 

deceased, was convicted of going absent without leave. 
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Justice, 64 years later 
‘Long-overdue vindication’ comes for 28 black soldiers cleared in a 1944 lynching. 

 
 
By KIM MURPHY 

Los Angeles Times Staff Writer 

 

SEATTLE — It was a crime so improbable that many had trouble believing it could have happened at 

all: Three black soldiers stood accused of lynching an Italian prisoner of war, found dangling from a wire on an 

obstacle training course at Ft. Lawton in the middle of World War II. 

The subsequent trial of the three men, along with 40 other black enlistees charged with rioting, became 

the largest and longest Army court-martial of the war, and the only recorded instance in U.S. history in which 

black men stood trial for a mob lynching. 

By the time it was over, 28 men had been convicted on rioting charges and two of them were also found guilty of 

manslaughter in connection with the 1944 hanging. 

Despite their protests of innocence — and the government’s own secret investigation showing the prosecution’s 

case was poisonously flawed — the men were sentenced to hard labor and forfeiture of military pay and benefits, and 

were given dishonorable discharges. 

Twenty-six of the men went to their graves with the stain of wartime dishonor still on their records. It wasn’t until 

Saturday, in a low-key ceremony on a wide lawn at the Army base in Seattle, that history switched gears. A senior Army 

official handed out certificates setting aside the convictions and converting the discharges to honorable status, in 

recognition — 64 years after the fact — that prosecutors’ “egregious error” had resulted in a trial that was “fundamentally 

unfair.” 

“I grieve for an Army that failed to honor its own 

values at Ft. Lawton,” said Ronald J. James, an assistant 

Army secretary, as he handed out the certificates to 

surviving family members. 

“The Army is genuinely sorry. I am sorry. Sorry 

for your husbands, loved ones, fathers and grandfathers, 

for the lost years of their lives,” James said, calling the 

ceremony a “long-overdue vindication.” 

Not one of the soldiers were on hand to accept 

the apology. One of the two still living did try to attend 

— 83-year-old Samuel Snow from Leesburg, Fla. — but 

he was hospitalized with heart palpitations in downtown 

Seattle just hours before the observance. 

“My father never held any animosity,” said 

Snow’s son, Ray. 

“He said, ‘Son, God has been good to me. If I 

hold this in my heart, then I can’t walk in forgiveness.’ 

Really, it energized him. It was the fuel that drove him: 

‘Bring on all the things that are supposed to stop me from 

achieving.’ This was all liquid oxygen for him.” 

The case of the Ft. Lawton 28 had been little known in 

recent years, though the court-martial in 1944 was widely 

covered in the news at the time.  

 

 

Six decades after Luther Larkin died, daughter Beverly Evans, widow 

Thelma Spann and grandchildren Elijah Evans and Camille Glaude see 

his name cleared.  
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It wasn’t until former television journalist Jack 

Hamann came upon the Italian soldier’s grave in 1986 

and began years of research that archival material was 

uncovered, demonstrating fatal flaws in the government’s 

case — and pointing to the likelihood that the Italian 

prisoner was killed by a white man. 

 

Ronald J. James, an assistant Army secretary, delivers an official 

apology at Seattle's Ft. Lawton to the families of 28 black World War II 

soldiers who were wrongly convicted in the 1944 lynching of an Italian 

prisoner. 

 

Immediately after the lynching, the Army 

inspector general had conducted an exhaustive 

investigation that raised major questions about the 

evidence against the accused. 

But the Army had appointed only two defense 

lawyers to handle all 43 men, giving them 10 days to 

prepare their case, and they were not permitted to see the 

report. 

The prosecutor was Col. Leon Jaworski, who in 

1973 became the special prosecutor in the Watergate case 

involving the administration of President Nixon. 

 

Thelma Spann, widow of Luther Larkin, one of the soldiers found guilty 

in the lynching, listens as officials speak at the Army ceremony setting 

aside the 28 convictions and awarding honorable discharges. Larkin 

died in 1948. 

 

“Jaworski disingenuously — and, it’s clear now, 

illegally and unethically — said, ‘Sorry, that’s not what 

you think it is, and you can’t have it.’ He fought, and got 

the court to agree not to let it in,” Hamann said in an 

interview. Jaworski died in 1982. 

Hamann wrote a 2005 book about the case, “On 

American Soil.” 

Based in large part on the evidence disclosed in 

the book, the Army Board for Correction of Military 

Records reviewed the case last year and ruled 

unanimously to overturn the convictions and grant 

retroactive honorable discharges. 

“I don’t think very often they come out and say 

our largest and longest court-martial of this giant war, 

World War II, was fatally flawed,” Hamann said. 

“But the Army has been a driver of this, by 

getting out ahead of it and saying, ‘We want to let our 

constituents know we’re not hiding behind this. We’ve 

read the evidence, we agree, we checked it out 

ourselves.’” 

 

Howard Noyd, 93, center, attends the ceremony at Ft. Lawton, where 

the Army apologized and set aside the convictions of the soldiers, only 

two of whom are alive. “I didn’t expect we would ever come to final 

justice,” said Noyd, one of two defense lawyers assigned to the lynching 

case. 

 

The junior defense counsel in the case, Howard 

Noyd, now 93, said he and his partner had known from 

the beginning that “justice was sacrificed” and his clients 

were wrongly charged. 

“It’s just a remarkable story. I didn’t expect we 

would ever come to final justice,” Noyd said. 



 

 

 

career. It was something he was really impacted by in an 

adverse way, so he would never talk about it,” Prevost said. 

“But I would say my family suffered severely as a result of the 

Ft. Lawton tragedy,” he said. His mother was forced to raise 

her four children with no income or Army benefits while his 

father was in prison, he said. 

Hamann said that though most of the prison terms were 

relatively short, the convicted soldiers would have been 

affected their entire lives. 

“You’re talking about 50 years of no GI Bill, no VA, no ability 

to get a civil service job with that dishonorable discharge,” 

Hamann said. 

 

Lashell Drake, granddaughter of wrongly convicted soldier 

Booker Townsell, gets a hug from Jack Hamann, whose 2005 

book, “On American Soil," prompted an Army review of the 

1944 case. 

 

Some reparations are being offered: back pay for the prison 

time. Snow was sent a $725 check, which he didn’t bother to 

cash. 

Rep. Jim McDermott (D-Wash.) is pushing legislation that 

would grant the soldiers full reparations. 

“The main thing is he never got to do the things he wanted to 

do,” said Beverly Evans, a South Los Angeles resident whose 

father, Luther Larkin, was convicted in the lynching. He died a 

month before she was born, in 1948. 

James, the assistant Army secretary, ended his calm but 

emotional address with a declaration that he would not end it as 

most such speeches conclude. 

“The usual closing is something like ‘God bless the Army, and 

God bless the United States of America,’ but frankly that 

doesn’t seem right or appropriate for this time — I have unpaid 

debts and unpaid dues,” James said. 

“Therefore, I would like to close by saying: God bless Samuel 

Snow, God bless the Ft. Lawton 28, and God bless your family 

and friends.” 
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Nicole Brodeur 

Mending a 

monumental 

mistake 

against black 

soldiers  

The wind blows through the trees. There are water 

views, and quiet. 

But Seattle’s Fort Lawton is also a place where 

racism, murder and lies once roamed. And most 

visitors here don’t have a clue. 

Jack Hamann is hoping that Congressman John Lewis 

of Georgia can change that. 

Hamann is a Seattle-based author who, with his wife, 

Leslie, published the 2005 book “On American Soil.” 

It chronicled how 43 African-American soldiers 

stationed here were wrongly accused and court-

martialed for the lynching of Italian POW Guglielmo 

Olivotto in August 1944. Ultimately, 28 of those 

soldiers were dishonorably discharged; many died in 

shame. 

The book helped spur the U.S. Army in 2007 to 

reverse the tainted verdict, and got 14 of the soldiers 

the honorable discharges they deserved, along with 

back pay and benefits. (The rest of the soldiers have 

yet to come forward or be located). 

There is one last thing to be done, though: Install 

educational markers so visitors to Fort Lawton will 

know what happened here. That the soldiers were 

innocent, that a white MP was the likely murderer, 

that the prosecutor handling the court-martial hid 

documents that would have cleared the defendants. 

And that it took 60 years for the Army to make things 

right. 

The other day, the Hamanns gave a tour of Fort 

Lawton to Lewis, who fought on the front lines of the 

American civil-rights movement â€” so he 

understands what happened here. 

Lewis was 18 when he met the Rev. Martin Luther 

King Jr. In 1959, he helped organize the first lunch 

counter sit-in. In March 1965, he helped lead the 

Selma-to-Montgomery march to petition for voting 

rights and was beaten by policemen who fractured his 

skull. 

Years later, as a congressman, Lewis pushed to get a 

federal building in Atlanta named for King and to get 

the route from Selma to Montgomery designated a 

National Historic Trail. 

He may do something similar at Fort Lawton. “I had 

heard about this story and I wanted to get a feel for the 

place,” Lewis said as we walked. “Growing up, I 

never heard a thing about it.” 

Seattle author Jack Hamann, right, talks to U.S. Reps. John Lewis, center, and Jim McDermott, second from right, at 
the site of a potential memorial at Fort Lawton. In the background are Judge Richard Jones, right, and Judge Robert 
Lasnik, left.        PHOTO BY LESLIE HAMANN 
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Once he did, though, he was immediately suspicious. 

“In the African-American community, people are not 

known for lynching,” Lewis said. “It’s so unreal, so 

unbelievable that a group of black soldiers would 

participate in this crime.” 

Lewis was accompanied by his colleague, U.S. Rep. 

Jim McDermott of Seattle, who pressured the Army to 

reopen and overturn the courts-martial in 2007. He 

also was key to ensuring the soldiers received back 

pay and benefits—with interest—in 2008. 

Also on the tour was Chief U.S. District Court Judge 

Robert Lasnik and his colleague, U.S. District Court 

Judge Richard Jones. 

Lasnik had a meeting scheduled with the Hamanns 

later that morning, but when he learned Lewis was in 

town, he invited himself on the tour. 

“It was overwhelming to meet someone of his stature 

and integrity and courage,” Lasnik said of Lewis. “I 

could see on his face an empathy for what those 

soldiers went through.” 

Jones thanked Lewis for his service, and for making it 

possible for him to become a judge. 

“All he has sacrificed and gone through in his 

commitment to civil rights opened up the door for 

African Americans to have opportunities,” Jones said. 

“It made a profound difference in my life.” 

Lewis peered at the existing education panels at the 

Environmental Learning Center, and under the 

flagpole at the center of Fort Lawton. He scowled like 

a father reviewing a bad report card. 

“Passing reference to the Army’s role here,” Hamann 

pointed out. “No mention of black soldiers on either 

one, which is absurd.” 

Hamann imagines three panels: One at Olivotto’s 

burial site, one at the former barracks and one at the 

Fort Lawton parade grounds. It would require a joint 

agreement between the city, which owns the land, and 

the federal government, which administers national 

monuments. But all agree that something needs to be 

done. 

In the meantime, along the long path to the former site 

of the African-American barracks (called “the colored 

area”), there is a huge, muscular maple that Hamann 

pointed out to the group. 

“I think of this as a protector of this site,” he said. “It’s 

the guardian here.” 

The soldiers--and those who walk in their footsteps—

deserve that, and more. 

Nicole Brodeur’s column appears Tuesday and 

Friday. Reach her at 206-464-2334 or 

nbrodeur@seattletimes.com 

He’s right; it is absurd. 
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Robert L. Jamieson 

Lesson of Fort 

Lawton mustn’t be 

lost 

THE APOLOGY was a long time coming.  

It arrives just in time. 

Sam Snow, now in his 80s and in the twilight of life, 

lived long enough to see something special today -- 

Saturday, July 26, 2008.  

The U.S. government, at a ceremony in Seattle, will tell 

him one word he has been waiting a lifetime to hear: 

sorry. 

Sorry for railroading him and 42 other black soldiers who 

wrongly were court-martialed for rioting and lynching an 

Italian POW at Seattle’s Fort Lawton in 1944.  

Sorry for smearing their names.  

Sorry for dealing soul-shattering 

blows. 

Amazingly, this morning’s 

ceremony comes exactly on the 

60th anniversary of President 

Truman’s issuing Executive Order 9981 -- the order that 

ended segregation in the military.  

One of the things that influenced Truman?  

The debacle at Fort Lawton in the Magnolia 

neighborhood. 

That sordid chapter in American history offers lingering 

lessons for our country, beginning with how injustice, 

when confronted by goodness, persistence and faith, falls.  

The soldiers’ plight received fresh, urgent attention when 

Seattle journalist Jack Hamann, and his wife, Leslie, 

investigated the story for a 2005 book. 

 

 

 

 

They discovered that a top Army prosecutor -- Leon 

Jaworski -- sat on information that could have cleared the 

men. They found signs that pointed to the real murderer -

- a white soldier who disliked Italians and blacks.  

But there is another history lesson -- a broader but 

equally important one -- stemming from the 64-year-old 

case. 

And we ignore it today at our peril. 

After the slaying of Italian Pvt. Guglielmo Olivotto, the 

Army bent over backward to ensure an investigation -- 

however rushed and flawed. The tragic slaying demanded 

a responsible inquiry, but military officials engaged in a 

shoddy investigation, followed by overzealous 

prosecution.  

Their haste likely was 

fueled by a provision of 

the Geneva 

Conventions that 

ensures humane 

treatment of prisoners 

of war. Had the Army shrugged off Olivotto’s death, the 

United States would have confronted an international PR 

debacle.  

The world was watching.  

Would we follow through? Or be hypocrites about justice 

for war prisoners? 

“America led the charge” with the Geneva Conventions, 

Hamann told me this week.  

He says the military mindset at the time of the 

courtmartial was: “We better get justice.” 

 

“There is another history lesson. 
And we ignore it at our peril.” 



 

 

Walt Prevost, 65, the owner of a pharmacy in 

Watts, traveled to Seattle on behalf of his late father, 

Willie Prevost, who he said never talked about the case 

before his death in 1998. 

“I talked to a lot of the other families, and they all say the 

same thing: They never talked about it. We knew 

absolutely nothing about [my father’s] Army  

Even railroaded justice. 

The accused soldiers, Hamann learned, weren’t even near 

where Olivotto was lynched. An Army appeals court 

ruled last year the court-martial -- the largest and longest 

of World War II -- was fundamentally unfair. The court 

reversed convictions of the 28 men who were found 

guilty. 

Looking back, it is remarkable how far the government 

went -- motivated more by politics and posturing than 

morality and fairness -- to pursue the case of the slain 

POW. During that era, Italian and German war prisoners 

were treated so well many of them chose to live in 

America after the war -- and did. 

Imagine that. 

“Back then,” Hamann said, “people mattered -- even war 

prisoners.” 

Today, POWs in the reign of the Bush administration 

have found justice and humane treatment elusive. 

They’ve been tossed into dark cells at Gitmo, held 

without being charged or sent to clandestine torture dens. 

Remember waterboarding? 

They’ve been stripped of basic legal protections to ensure 

that innocent people are not persecuted. They’ve lacked 

due process. And if they suffer or perish in custody, the 

American public is the last to hear about it -- if it ever 

does. The military, meanwhile, shrugs. 

We’ve lost our way.  

There was a time when a dead Italian soldier in Seattle 

grabbed international headlines. Now the outrageous 

fates of war prisoners in Iraq or Afghanistan are lucky to 

hit the front page. 

“There doesn’t seem to be a great call to get justice,” 

Hamann said. “When did we lose this sense as 

Americans?” 

We can regain this sense if forces of truth shed light on 

wrongdoing and apply pressure, demanding that people in 

power do the right thing. 

Perhaps the atrocities of Iraq and Afghanistan will one 

day get a full hearing. Maybe those who’ve been abused 

in our government’s zeal to fight the war on terror will 

get a belated apology.  

It can happen. It could take a while.  

Sam Snow knows. 

P-I columnist Robert L. Jamieson Jr. can be reached at 206-

448-8125 or robertjamieson@seattlepi.com. 
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Nicole Brodeur 

Power of the 

human spirit  

 

It’s one of life’s great mysteries, the way people on 

the edge of death can hang on until something 

important happens. 

A baby’s birth. A relative’s arrival. An anniversary. A 

wrong finally made right. 

So it was on Sunday, when Samuel Snow died at 

Virginia Mason Medical Center in Seattle, just hours 

after being presented an honorable discharge from the 

U.S. Army. 

When I heard, I sighed — then smiled. Here was a 

man at peace and ready to go. 

Snow was wrongly court-martialed after a riot 

between African-American and Italian soldiers at Fort 

Lawton coincided with the lynching death of Pvt. 

Guglielmo Olivotto that same night in August 1944. 

Finally, last fall, after the publication of Jack 

Hamann’s 2005 investigative book “On American 

Soil,” and pressure from Congressman Jim 

McDermott, the Army admitted its wrong and 

corrected history with Saturday’s ceremony. 

Snow, 84, wasn’t there. He fell ill on Friday night and 

was taken to Virginia Mason. After the ceremony, 

Snow’s son, Ray, delivered the plaque to his father’s 

hospital room. 

“I got it!” Ray Snow told his father. “Let me read it to 

you.” 

Sam Snow listened, then took the plaque, pressed it 

against his chest and smiled. Hours later, he died. 

Alicia Keene sees it “over and over” as the director of 

palliative care at Virginia Mason. 

“There is great power in the human spirit,” Keene 

said, adding that it’s one reason doctors are reluctant 

to give prognoses. 

“We can do educated guesses,” she said, “But the 

spirit will fool us every time.” 

She told me of one man who lingered in a coma so 

long that Keene asked the family if he might be 

waiting for one son who was serving in the military. 

Keene got the Red Cross to get in touch with the son, 

who called his father. 

“We put the phone to his ear, the son talked to him 

and when we hung up the phone, the dad died,” Keene 

said. “It was pretty dramatic.” 

One mother asked her four sons to gather in her 

hospital room at 7:30 one night. She met with and 

held each son, “And when it was done, she died,” 

Keene said. 

She believes that people can will themselves to die. 

“There is some control. And there are things that 

happen that we don’t understand.” 

Psychologist Robert Neimeyer, of the University of 

Memphis and editor of the journal Death Studies, 

doesn’t see the heart telling the body what to do. 

Rather, he thinks humans instinctively search for 

meaning in deaths like Snow’s. 

“I don’t see it as trivializing what happened,” he said, 

“but as us giving these events all that much more 

importance.” 

At the same time, he does believe that people “relax” 

their attempts to stay alive once they see their loved 

ones are prepared. 

“It’s interplay between our own needs and theirs,” he 

said. 

Ultimately, though, we don’t know whether people 

wait to truly rest in peace. 

Some things are problems that we solve. Other things, 

like the timing of Snow’s death, are mysteries that 

solve us, he said. 

“They put us in a place of humility and reflection.” 

Nicole Brodeur's column appears Wednesday and 

Sunday. Reach her at 206-464-2334 or 

nbrodeur@seattletimes.com. 

She is grateful to Jack and Leslie.
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RIGHTING HISTORY 
A new book revisits a riot and lynching at Seattle‟s Fort Lawton  
 
BY JOHN MARSHALL 
P-I book critic 

 

 

Abu Ghraib. Guantanamo Bay. And Fort Lawton in Seattle. 

Abuse of prisoners of war in American custody at all three locations produced outrage with international implications. 

One died at Fort Lawton. 

There in the nighttime darkness of Aug. 14, 1944, scores of rioting black soldiers attacked the nearby barracks of 

Italian POWs, leaving more than a dozen seriously injured. And the next morning, a two-man military police patrol 

discovered the body of Italian Pvt. Guglielmo Olivotto hanging from a rope attached to a G.I. obstacle-course wire strung 

between two maple trees. 

What followed the riot and the hanging was the largest Army court-martial in World War II, with 43 black soldiers 

tried on a variety of charges, including three charged with the murder of Olivotto. What followed was also an important 

boost in the meteoric career of the Army‟s prosecutor, Lt. Col. Leon Jaworski, who later would become a legendary figure 

in many prominent American cases, including his role as the special prosecutor investigating President Richard Nixon and 

Watergate. 

 
The riot and hanging at Fort 

Lawton were a front-page 

embarrassment for Seattle at the time, 

but they have faded into obscurity in 

the passing 

decades after 

the closure of 

Fort Lawton 

and its 

conversion into 

Discovery 

Park. But a 

new book published in the time of 

other American POW abuse scandals 

is bringing new attention to what went 

terribly wrong that hot August night at 

the Army base in Seattle‟s Magnolia 

neighborhood. 

“On American Soil” (Algonquin 

Books, 305 pages, $24.95) is a 

riveting, revisionist look at the riot, 

the hanging and the court-martial 

written by one of the Northwest‟s 

most respected television journalists. 

Jack Hamann, a onetime attorney who 

went from reporting on Seattle‟s 

KING/5 to producing globe-trotting 

documentaries for CNN, has crafted 

an impressive debut book that is 

painstakingly researched and 

documented but also manages to be an 

enthralling read. 

Hamann‟s chronological account 

reflects his roots in objective 

journalism, presenting a scrupulously 

fair examination of the Fort Lawton 

case. In an interview, he detailed his 

approach, saying, “As a reader of a lot 

of non-fiction, I find myself most 

involved in work where I feel I‟m 

given enough information to connect 

the dots. I also really dislike what TV 

does -- telling people 

this is what you‟ve got 

to conclude.” 

But the 50-year-

old journalist has 

drawn his own 

startling conclusions 

after 17 years of 

research and reflection on the 

notorious events that occurred just a 

five-minute drive from his longtime 

home on Queen Anne. 

Among Hamann‟s conclusions: 

What happened at Fort Lawton was 

not a “race riot,” as it has always been 

described. Jaworski‟s conduct of the 

prosecution was, in the writer‟s view, 

“a huge black mark on his stellar 

career.” And Olivotto‟s murder, which 

has never been solved, most likely was 

committed by a racist member of the 

military police (Clyde Lomax, now 

deceased) who “happened” to discover 

the Italian‟s body the next morning far 

from the riot site. 

Hamann‟s conclusions are based 

on interviews with more than 60 

people and voluminous evidence and 

records uncovered on treks around the 

country with his research partner, 

Leslie Hamann, his wife of almost 

three decades. What Leslie Hamann 

did for their joint project could easily 

have resulted in her designation as the  

Jack Hamann has crafted an 

impressive debut book that is 

painstakingly researched and 

documented but also manages to 

be an enthralling read. 
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“On American Soil” author Jack Hamann stands amid remaining barracks at Fort Lawton. 
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book‟s co-author, but she demurred. 

Still, Jack Hamann insists, “This 

book would not be the book it is in a 

million ways if I had not had a 

collaborator who read every page of 

every document and was willing to tell 

me, „You didn‟t connect this dot or 

that dot.‟ And having Leslie with me 

also made it a lot less likely that I 

would cut some corner.” 

It was Leslie Hamann who made 

the crucial discovery that provides the 

revisionist underpinnings for “On 

American Soil.” The two Seattleites 

were in the National Archives in 

College Park, Md., sifting through 

undisturbed boxes of World War II 

materials categorized only as 

“Miscellaneous.” 

“We were sitting side-by-side,” 

Jack Hamann recalls, “and Leslie 

grabbed my arm and said, „Jack, look 

at this!‟  

She had come upon the first of 

three boxes containing the scathing, 

once-classified report of the Fort 

Lawton incidents and thousands of 

pages of interviews compiled by Brig. 

Gen. Elliot D. Cooke, chief of the 

Overseas Inspection Division in the 

Army‟s investigative agency, the 

Office of the Inspector General. 

Cooke‟s report castigated the lax 

conditions, inept leadership and 

botched crime-scene investigation at 

Fort Lawton. The general‟s report, 

based on the sworn testimony of 164 

witnesses, set forth a detailed account 

of the tragic events that contradicted 

much of what was reported by the 

newspapers then and what was 

revealed during the court-martial later 

-- a mistaken story line that has 

persisted in historical accounts for 

almost six decades. 

Cooke traced the riot to an evening 

of too much beer drinking at the fort 

and a brief scuffle between a black 

soldier and one of three Italian POWs 

returning on a pass from a night in 

downtown Seattle. The 11 p.m. 

fistfight left the black soldier lying on 

the ground, leading his fellow 

transportation troops to avenge their 

fallen comrade, much as they had been 

instructed to do in recent training 

films preparing them for their 

imminent departure to the South 

Pacific war zone. 

As Hamann summarizes, “It was 

not a „race riot.‟ It was two things. It 

started between two intoxicated 

soldiers, one African American, one 

Italian, who called out to each other. 

There was nothing pre-planned. And 

the decision of blacks to retaliate was 

a function of their intensive training 

over the last two weeks that had called 

upon them to respond to attacks. 

“The blacks had no particular 

hatred of the Italians. There is no 

evidence of that, although white 

soldiers at the fort did have animosity 

toward the Italians because of their 

privileges; they had been in arguments 

and fights with them. The black 

soldiers had hardly ever been together 

with the Italians. The blacks just saw 

one of their own bloody and lying on 

the ground and they reacted with „let‟s 

defend ourselves.‟ The Italians to 

them were just a faceless enemy.” 

Cooke also compiled evidence 

showing it was unlikely that blacks 

hanged Olivotto in the frenzy of 

rioting. There were no scars or bruises 

on his body, as there were on the 

bodies of all the Italians who had fled 

from their barracks into the prickly 

underbrush. And the hanging scene at 

the base of Magnolia bluff was so 

distant from the rioting above that it 

was unlikely to have been traversed in 

the darkness on foot. It seemed far 

more likely the shy, deeply religious 

soldier was strangled elsewhere, then 

transported to the obstacle course 

where his death was made to look like 

a lynching.  
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JEN MYSTKOWSKI/PHOTOS COURTESY OF U.S. ARMY JUDICIARY 
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Lastly, as Hamann writes, “Did it 

make sense that black men -- the 

traditional victims of vigilante 

hangings -- would, for the first time in 

American history, be the perpetrators 

of a mob lynching?” 

None of Cooke‟s findings deterred 

prosecutor Jaworski. The Army had 

suffered an international black eye at 

Fort Lawton and bringing perpetrators 

to “justice” was imperative as quickly 

as possible. Nor did Jaworski allow 

the two defense attorneys representing 

the accused black soldiers to have 

access to Cooke‟s classified report, in 

effect crippling their harried efforts to 

understand what had happened and 

defend their clients. 

The court-martial became even 

more of a miscarriage of justice since 

the case was being decided by a panel 

of nine white officers who had the 

right to ask important questions 

throughout the proceedings, but 

seldom did. Under such 

circumstances, the defense attorneys 

considered it a victory of sorts that 

none of three murder defendants was 

given the death penalty. Two of the 

three were found guilty of 

manslaughter, with their lengthy 

sentences of years at “hard time” later 

commuted by a now-unknown party. 

Hamann‟s own review of the 

evidence led him to believe that the 

three charged with murder should all 

have been acquitted since there was 

absolutely no testimony or physical 

evidence linking them to Olivotto‟s 

hanging (the murder scene had been 

trampled and the rope itself had been 

lost). And Hamann became convinced 

that, of the 28 men convicted of 

various charges in the case, at least 12 

should not have been convicted at all. 

“It was a scapegoat verdict made 

easier by the fact that the scapegoats 

didn‟t have a constituency to back 

them,” Hamann says. “The Army was 

really desperate to show the world it 

could get a verdict and it was easier 

when the defendants were black. 

These guys could not fight back.” 

Hamann‟s diligent research had its 

obsessive moments, perhaps in part 

because he came to realize his award-

winning, one-hour documentary on the 

case for KING in 1987 had hewed to 

the official story line, despite 

convincing face-to-face interviews 

with some of the black defendants that 

left him troubled. 

For the book, the journalist was 

not able to prove who killed Olivotto, 

as he had hoped to do, but his strong 

belief is that the racist Lomax killed 

the POW, perhaps after offering him 

refuge from the rioting in his Jeep. 

Lomax, Hamann believes, correctly 

figured that the rioting blacks would 

be blamed for the murder. 

Solving Olivotto‟s murder appears 

to be one of the few research goals 

that eluded Hamann and his wife. 

Hamann even spent the entire 

nighttime hours on two successive 

Aug. 14th‟s at the site of now-

removed Italian barracks, just to be 

absolutely certain that he captured the 

look and feel of the place, from the 

flora and fauna to the interplay of the 

darkness and the moonlight. 

“It was very creepy,” Hamann 

remembers. “When I was out there, I 

tried to imagine falling asleep on that 

night in August and being awakened 

by all the noise. So I tried to do that, 

too, imagined being an Italian falling 

asleep there amid the weird sounds of 

the night. 

“And the next morning, at 4 a.m. 

when you can hear every footstep, 

when there is a deep silence, I could 

feel something whoosh right past my 

head within arm‟s length. It was an 

owl and every hair on my neck rose. 

Everything came alive then, just as it 

must have for those Italians.” 

 
P-I book critic John Marshall can 

be reached at 206-448-8170 or 

johnmarshall@seattlepi.com. 

 

This sketch of the Fort Lawton soldiers' courts-martial ran on Nov. 28, 1944, in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Forty-
three black soldiers were to stand trial but charges against one were dismissed at the outset of the proceedings. 
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